
American Radicals
Spring, 2016

Assignment #1
Modeling the Problem

For this assignment, you're going to take an analytical look at a problem that you've identified – in the 
world, your town, our school, or your life.  This can be any problem, as long as it's something that truly
bothers you.

Your assignment is to:

1. Analyze the problem using an iceberg model.  What are the patterns, structures, and mental 
models that underlie it?

2. (Honors only) Research the problem: find at least two other people who have discussed this 
problem publicly.  How do their analyses compare with your own?  How does their thinking change the
way you see the problem and its underlying layers?  What ways do they suggest to disrupt the system 
that leads to this problem?

3. Write a thorough explanatory statement in which you

• explain the problem and why it troubles you.
• explain the analysis in your iceberg diagram
• (honors) incorporate and discuss the analyses you've read
• explain (based on your model) what strategies might change the underlying structures or 

mental models in order to fix the problem.  What needs to be done?

Your statement (not including the iceberg diagram) should be about 2 pages, double spaced, in 12-point
font.  Honors statements should be at least 3 pages.  

Due date:  Thursday, February 11

Notes:  

• Be sure the top of your iceberg focuses on a single event – an example of the problem, not the 
whole problem itself

• You must bring a draft of your diagram to class on Wednesday, Feb 3.  You will have in class 
work time that day.  You may not begin writing your statement unti you have had a ocnference 
about your diagram with Ms. Brody or Ms. Theep.

• Graphic organizers will be available upon request.
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Analysis

You explain why the situation you identify is a problem.  Why is this not okay?

You thoroughly identify the underlying structures and mental models

You convincingly explain the connections between the underlying structures and 
mental models and their effects.  You support your analysis.

(Honors) You accurately interpret and thoughtfully draw on the analysis of other 
thinkers

Composition

Your iceberg diagram is neat and clear – easy to read and understand

Your writing is clear.  It's easy to follow your ideas and analysis.

Your statement is logically organized

You adhere to the conventions of formal writing – syntax, punctuation, spelling, etc

Work Habits

Your diagram & statement are turned in on time


